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Gas hikes hurt students Locals.

say no to

Melina Perez
Staff Writer

fires

Ever increasing gas prices
lead students to look for alternate means of transportation.

Breeane Diaz
Staff Writer

housands of acres in
Riverside and San
Bernardino counties
have recently been set ablaze.
The Forest Service ignited
these grasslands an,d brush.
This process, known as prescribed fires, helps eliminate the
possibility of wildfires.
Meteorologists and fire experts
met recently in Bo~lder, CO to pre-

T

hen 23-year-old
CSUSB
student
Heather Rodriguez
vtstts her neighborhood Moreno
Valley gas station, it is not rare for
the receipt to read $60.. ·
This is the usual weekly
amount she pays to fill up her
Honda Accord.
"I can just remember my dad
telling me stories .of how gas used
to cost 5, 10, or 25 cents when he
was younger. Now I have those
same types of stories from just
these past couple of years," Rodriguez said.

W

Rodriguez' , along with many
others' sentiments were echoed during a presidential news conference
held on April 29.
President George W. Bush discussed increase in fuel costs,
among other econom_ic issues affecting the nation, during a White
House news conference.
According to Bush, fuel prices
have gone up $1.40 per gallon in an
18-month period.
"Across our country many
Americans are understandably anxious about issues affecting their
pocketbook, from gas and food
prices to mortgage and tuition

Tbe Inland Emp;.re
will have a normal
F~
1 1-re season ...

Fuel prices have gone up $1.40 per gallon in an 18-month period, according to President George W. Bush (Melina Perez/Chronicle).
bills," Bush said.
frey Spring, Automobile Club of
The San Bernardino-Riverside Southern California spokesperson.
area has been impacted by current
The Inland Empire's average
economic hardgas price was
ships.
Inland
$3.88
after a
Every five mph
Empire
gas
6.5 cent week
prices reached driven over 60 mph
mcrease, according.
to the
new levels this
is an additional 20
past week as
Auto Club.
cents per gallon .../
well.
G a s
"For more
prices are havthan one-third of 2008, so far, Cal- ing a severe impact on college stuifornia has been setting new daily dents.
price records for gasoline," said JefSome of the questions students

like Rodriguez battle with are: Do I
want to pay for gas or do I need to
buy a book for the week? Which
one should I wait on?
Due to high gas prices, Rodriguez has yet to complete payment on her tuition fees.
"I can't afford it because I have
to pay for gas to get me to school
and buy groceries," Rodriguez said.
A San Bernardino Costco offered the lowest price for gasoline
in the area with a reported $3.75 per
gallon, accor~ing to an online fuel

pr.ice indicator.
Last month's average fuel
prices were reported at $3.54.
To alleviate fuel inflation,
CSUSB offers a carpool service to
all students who wish to save
money on transportation.
Carpool spaces are located
around CSUSB parking lots.
Along with on-campus services, the program offers two vanpools that currently depart to and
from the High Desert.
Colltinued on Pg. 2

Braceyourselffor the 'Big One'
Dafne Solano
Staff Writer

he San Andreas faultline that
neighbors CSUSB has a 99 percent probability of generating a
magnitude 6. 7 earthquake in the next 30
years according to a new forecast study by
the United States Geological Survey .
(USGS).

T

The updated earthquake probability forecast for southern California will affect insurance rates,
building codes and emergency
planning, as indicated by seismologists at the USGS.
The USGS has updated the National Seismic Hazard maps with
new estimates of how hard the
ground will shake in future earth-

quakes, which further influences
how the California Earthquake Authority will set the s~ate's insurance
rates when conducting a rate review
this summer.
The USGS has reduced previous suggested odds that the greatest
earthquake risk in the next 30 years
in Southern California will originate from the San Jacinto and Elsi-

nore faults which run through
Riverside County and the San
Bernardino Valley.
Scientists estimate that large
earthquakes on the San Andreas
occur
about
every
150
years.
The
largest earthquake on the
southern portion of the San
Andreas
in
recorded history occurred in 1857. According
to
information, we are
overdue for the big one.
In 1857, the fault ruptured all
the way from Parkfield in southern
Monterey County to Cajon Pass in
San Bernardino County. Scientists
estimated its magnitude at 7.9.
A repeat of this earthquake
today would cause extensive dam-

age, injuries and deaths throughout
Southern California, according to
the Emergency Survival Program.
Part of that is just history, says
the Southern California Earthquake
Center (SCEC).
Tension builds in faults and at
some point needs to be released.
For the portion between San
Bernardino and the Salton
Sea, geological data
pinpoints the last
major shake in
the 1680s.
T h e
likelihood of a
major quake
of magnitude 7.5
or greater in the next 30
years is 46 percent. Such a quake is
most likely to occur in the southern
half of the state, according to the
SCEC.
The SCEC explains that the
probability of a magnitude 6.7 or

larger earthquake over the next 30
years striking the greater Los Angeles area is 67 percent.
The USGS' new earthquake
probability is a result of the Uniform California Earthquake Rupture Forecast(UCERF).
This combines information
from the studies of geodesy, which
is precise data on slow relative
movement of the Earth's tectonic
plates; geology, the mapped locations of faults and documented offsets on them; seismology, which is
the occurrence patterns of past
earthquakes; and paleoseismology,
the data from trenches across faults.

• Earthquake danger:
You know it is going to
happen, but what should
you do when it does?
Page 5

diet the upcoming fire season.
Tim Chavez, captain of the
California Department of Forestry
and Fire Protection (CALFIRE),
predicted that the Inland Empire
will have a normal fire season, but
above average for the desert.
Normal still means a lot of
fires, according to Chavez.
Depth of grass, weather predictions and moisture content in
trees and brushes are just some of
the ways to predict fires.
This year's winter rains helped
give moisture to the grasslands, but
not enough to prevent fires from
starting.
According to Bob Tiberi of the
CSUSB campus police Department, "This past weekend were the
first two days in the high 90s and
over I00. Every community in the
Inland Empire had at least one
small grass or brush fire. From Yucaipa to Chino, almost every·city
Co11tinued on Pg. 2
~~l"\'!'.!!r

Fire season is in and necessary
steps are being taken to prevent
fires (Breeane Diaz/Cbronicle).

(Page 10)
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Rations.offrustration·
Shantal Anderson
Staff Writer

C

onsumers now face rations on the
most popular grain on the planet
due to short supply.

Grain prices have hit an alltime high because of the global
food crisis, according to the Wash,
,
tpgton Post.
Customers have been rushing
to local supermarkets and Costco

stores to find they are only limited
to buying one bag of rice.
Businesses are also affected
because they are only allowed to
buy a week's supply of rice.
The two biggest retail stores in

a in prices have reached an all time high, leaving lovers of grains
With empty bowls (Shantal Anderson/Chronicle).

the nation limited their supply of
rice to consumers.
Costco has mandated that all
stores post signs limiting how much
rice you can buy based on previous
purchases. According to the San
Bernardino Sun, Rancho Cucamonga's Costco Store manager has
felt the pressure and effects of the
global shortage.
The shortage of rice production
comes from Asia and Australia. The
cost of Jasmine Rice hit a high of
$20.
Food experts predict that
hunger and poverty in poor nations
will increase due to the limited supply of irain and the doubling of
pnces.
"Not being able to buy rice has
put a damper on my nutrition. I like
eating fruits, vegetables and grains,
but it's so expensive. I have to either eat things that aren't good for
my health or not eat at all," CSUSB
student Jasmine Zephyer said.
The shortage comes from
major rice producers like lndia,
Vietnam, Egypt and Brazil, according to the San Francisco Chronicle.
Restaurateurs, who are also
among those that buy rice from retailers, have had to raise menu
prices.
Raj Patel, the author of
"Stuffed and Starved" expects the
crisis to increase the demand of
food stamps and food aid programs
in the country.
Food experts have said it is
possible for California to switch to
medium grain rice.
The president and CEO of the
California Rice Commission, Tim
Johnson, said that rice is planted on
an estimated 549,000 acres in California, which is up from 534,000
acres in the past year.

Hey!
Is your favorite Coyote
graduating?
Now is the time to let everybody know how
proud you are of their accomplishments.
Purchase a 2"x 3" announcement in the
final 2008 print edition of the awardwinning Coyote Chronicle!

Call (909) 537-5815 for details.
Don't wait! The deadline is May 21.
Continued:

Gas prices call
for al,ternatives
"Participation in fue program
bas increased at least two-fold from
fall to present time," said Kathleen
Marron, CSUSB transportation coordinator.
The U.S Department ofEnergy
offers an array of gas efficiency tips
to drivers.
Every five mph driven over 60
mph equates to paying an additional
20 cents per gallon for gas.
Other tips include avoid excessive idling and remove excess
weight.

Other tips include: planning
your journeys ahead of time.
Avoiding unnecessary trips.
Maintaining a constant speed.
Avoid routes that involve
heavy traffic, numerous stop lights
or stop signs.
Rodriguez bas incorporated
some gas-saving tips into her daily
routine as many others have.
"1 barely go to the gym anymore to save gas and figure I can
just run around the neighborhood,"
Rodriguez said.

'YotesMay
events and
happenings
Courtesy ofCSUSB Coyote
Events online

May 7 - Moorefield Memorial Recital -7:30p.m.
May 9 - "Wish Upon a Star"
Masquerade Prom - 8 p.m.
May 13 - Conversations on
Diversity: Dorothy Ingram
-2 p.m.
May 14- RheubottomWebster History Lecture6:30 p.m. - Pfau Library
May 16 - "Hamlet" - 8 p.m.
May 17 - CSUSB Student
Music Showcase-7:30p.m.
"Hamlet" - 8 p.m:
Report to the Community:
Our Enviornment and Our
Health - 2 p.m.
May 18 - "Hamlet" ~ 2 p.m.
May'19 - CSUSB Symphonic
Band w /Palm Springs High
School Band-7:30p.m.

***

Continued:
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This process, known as prescribed fires, helps eliminate the possibility of wildfires. Local organizations rid surrounding areas of dry brush or
garbage that may facilitate the spreading of wildfires (Courtesy ofwww.cdcr.ca.gov).
had a fire, even in the mountains
just below Running Springs."
U.S. Forestry services activated two air units and a helicopter
to respond to these blazes. Last
year, CALFIRE relocated assets to
various parts of California to be
propositioned and ready to serve in
the event of a fire.
"All agencies work close together. US forestry services, San
Bernardino Fire Department, Lake
Arrowhead and Running Springs
all respond to help," said Tiberi.
C~USB police have made.sure
to keep the grounds free of brush.
Since the completion of the East
Campus Road near parking struc-

ture two, police have an idea of cautions for fires.
for a fire emergency.
what the hillsides look like and
The San Bernardino National
ln the event of a fire and evachave given the university a new fire Forest's 'website offers this infor- uation, people should have a family
·
mation. Millions of homes are lo- evacuatio~ plan.
break.
Communicated in the
Items that should be prepared
ties in Big Bear
wildland-urban in case of evacuation include:
CSUSB has made
and Lake Arareas. For those water, food, flashlights , first aid
living near a kits, batteries, tools, sanitary suprowhead
are
giving effort to
forested envi- plies, money and a map .
ronment, it is
thin out the
Organizations such as the Naforests, grassadvisable
to .tional Wi ldland Fire Prevention
lands and brush
create a defensi- Team, Fire· Safe Councils, the
with controlled
ble space of ap- Mountain Area Safety Task Force,
proximately 100 feet around a the National Weather Service,
bums.
Fire departments and fore st home. Be sure to keep brush and American. Red Cross and the Fedservices within the Southern Cali- flammable objects away and out of eral Emergency · Management
fornia region have provided several gutters. During the fire season it is Agency offer additional informaways the community can take pre- recommended that people be ready tion on fire prevention.

sure to keep the
grounds free of
brush.

.
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Gnanadev recognized 7
Recognition for commitment and service ~------+--.r--~------~-~---+-----J-~~, :[
Gnanadev suffered a heart attack in
2002.
Following that experience, he
SUSB will honor Dr. donated $30,000 to start the Cardiac Health Management Program
~Gnanadev
with its 2008 Arrow- at ARMC, which provides free care
head Distinguished Executive Offi- to qualified post-operative patients
according to Karen Nikos, the Calcer award.
The Arrowhead Regional ifornia Medical Association (CMA)
Medical Center (ARMC) director media relations manager.
Gnanadev serves on the
will be honored with a black-tie
dinner on May 9, at the Ontario CMA's finance committee and is a
member of the CMA Board of
Convention Center.
.
He will be recognized fo r his Trustees representing District II
leadership, civic service and com- (San Bernardino/Riverside).
He serves in the finance, nommitment to both health care delivinating, medical
ery
and
reserve corps and
education.
The college Gnanadev has dedi- Emergency Medical
Service
bestows
the
cated his life to
Funds commitaward annually
making a differtees.
to executives
While serving as
whose leaderence.
ship, civic serv- ...__ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ president of the
San Bernardino
lce
and
commitment to education make a County Medical Society (SBCMS),
Gnanadev founded New Begindifference in the community.
Gnanadev, 57, is the California nings in 2001 , which provides free
Medical Association (CMA) presi- tattoo removal for reformed gang
dent. He found ed a free cardiac re- members.
Gnanadev is a pfember of the
habilitation
program
for
American College of Surgeons, the
lower-income patients.
He received the Medical Board American Association of Vascular
of California Physician Recogni- Surgery, the Society for Vascular
tion Award for contributions to the · Surgery, the San Bernardino
County Medical Society and the
care of indigent patients.
He also received the Inland California Med ical Society (CMS).
Gnanadev, co-founder of the
Empire American Heart Association Star of the Hearts Award in In-land Empire Buin Institute, has
worked with firefighters to send
2005.
The accumulation of awards children who are recovering from
on his office walls come after an the traumatic effects of bum inextensive effort to make a differ- juries to burn camp in order to eduence. In t~e midst of all his work, cate them about the dangers of fire.

Felice Deduyo
Staff Writer

C

Appanagari Gnanadev will receive the 2008 Arrowhead Distinguished executive Officer A';Vard (Felice Deduyo/Chronicle).
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!S kills to pay the b ill~ Greek games
!students win cash, awards at talent show
:

· ·

·Daniel Aguilar
:staff Writer·

.
C
~

SUSB students had
the opportunity to exercise their talent for a

night.
"When I didn't hear my name
for second place, I thought the
judges had seen the mistake I made
in my dance," said Jessica Estipular, overall grand prize winner of
CSUSB's 7th Annual Talent Show.
- . Estipular performed a combination ofhuia and Tahitian dance to
"The Little Mermaid" song "Kiss
the Girl" and a cultural song.
"I have been dancing for about
four years and I wanted to enter the
Competition to change the routine
up a bit," Estipular said. "With the
prize money, I am going to treat iny
fellow club members at (CSUSB
Filipino club) Lubos Paso to Buffalo Wild Wings!"
". The Santos Manuel Student
Union Program Board (SUPB)
sponsored the Hollywood-themed
.talent show in the Student Union
Events Center on Tues., April 29,
from 8-10:30 p.m.
"It took about a week to plan
-all the details of the event and a full
day to put it all together," said An_iela Gallegos, SUPB member.
All CSUSB students were allowed to audition for the talent
show and the event provided free
food, spar~ling apple cider and raffle to an audience of300.
The show consisted · of three
categories consisting of 15 performers overall.

~ick De

Th_e
categories
included
singing, dancing and others such as
gospel choir, spoken word and
piano playing.
Each category had cash prizes
and trophies.
One overall grand prize winner
received $600, first place winners
received $300 and second place
winners received $150 for a combined total of$1,950.
Shantal Anderson won first
place for singing an original song
called "Cheated" and "He Loved
Me" by JiU Scott.
Second place went to singer,
songwriter and gujtarist Mark Taylor, who sang a song he wrote titled
"I Can't Fly."
He said it was a true story.
James Fukazuwa won · first
place for spoken word with his
poem a~out a girl he loved.
Second place for spoken word
went to Jeremy Vasquez, who
shared a story about how a little boy
asked him what life is.
Dance team members Kimberlee Benton, Tara Cole and Porsha
:paniels won first place, while second place went to Octavia Ford.
They danced to a variety of hip hop
songs.
"Everyone was really good this
year," said Benton. "The crowd was
great and it was pretty intense, I
liked it."
The two entertainers during
transitions of the performances inchided CSUSB's Lubos Paso, who
performed cultural dances and English/Spanish rappers "Rapstar,"
Gamaliel Beltran and Rickey. They

build unity .·
Viry Esqu ivel
Staff Writer

Week events," said Wright. "My fa- .
vorite part was how all Greeks
came out to support and watch the
fter a week ofpractic- events."
ing, sport events and
Christopher Morrissey, Sigma
attending the Greek Phi Epsilon member, expressed his
speaker event, CSUSB Greeks have feelings toward Greek Week.
collected a number of memories of
"I j ust loved being out there in
fun times during their 2008 Greek the field and seeing all the Greeks
Week.
together," said Morrissey. "1 wish
"The best part of Greek Week there were more events for Greeks
was the amount of true Greek unity to participate in together. At the end
present both on and off the court," of the end, it's all about Greek
said Alpha Delta Pi member Lizzie unity."
Saldana.
"I really enjoyed playing sports
Saldana said, "Though inde~d, w ith my sisters. I had a good time .
it was competitive during the sports playing against each of the other
events, what unified us all was the sororities," said Kappa Delta memconstant. support, cheers and above ber Jordan Amswald.
all motivation we gave to one anArnswald said, "I liked how all
other."
the Greeks supported each other. At
Greek Week kicked off Fri., the same time we all got to joke
April 25, for the gentl~men in In- around and have a good time toterfraternal Council fraternities and gether."
on Sat., April 26 for the ladies in
"Greek week has given fraterPanhellinic sororities.
nities and sororities the opportunity
During ·Greek Week, Pan- to showcase their sister and brothhellinic sororities participated in erhood bond," said Sigma Chi
sporting events such as volleyball, member Armando Jones. "At the
dodge ball and softball, while the same time we were uniting with
fraternities competed in football, others not in their organization. The
basketball, dodge ball and softball. keyword: Greek unity."
. The week of competition
In addition to all the sporting
proved to be very memorable for competitions, Greeks were also enfirst-time participants.
couraged to attend the Greek
"I've enjoyed participating in Speaker event on Wed., April 30.
my first Greek Week. All the hype , . Ray Lutzky, the Greek speaker,
and competition kept me moti- was a motivating speaker for most
vated," said Sigma Chi member, Gr• eks, as he gave advice on public
J.R. Wright
relations tips and how to publicize
"My fraternity, Sigma Chi, re- their organizations.
ally showed everyone else that
Greek Week events were a
we're the best by our active partici- huge success for the Greek compation and dedication in all Greek munity.

A

Talen ts Show winners, from left to right, James Fukazuwa, Shantal
Anderson, Jerem y Vasquez, Mark Taylor, Octavia Ford, Tara Cole,
Porsha Daniels and Kimberlee Benten. Jessica Estipular, center, was
the grand prize winner of the evening (Daniel Aguilar/Chronicle).
will be opening for Senegale~e
American hip-hop and R&B singersongwriter Akon in May.
Student Leadership and Development Program Coordinator
Doreen Hatcher, Recreational and
Facilities Coordinator Raul Gonzalez and Associate Director of Admissions anq Student Recruitment
Cynthia Olivo judged the event.
"The judges are very active
with the college students and have
worked many years with them.
They always go above and beyond
for the students," said SUPB Advisor Rosemary ·Zometa.
"According to the judges, the

competition came really close,"
SUPB member Kyle Castro announced to the audien_s;e.
"It was great to ·see and listen
to all the talented students here at
CSUSB," said Khristin Godfrey,
SUPB member and the evening's
Mistress of Ceremony.
"This is my 'first year supervising the talent show event and overall- I am very impressed. I look
forward to doing this again next
year," Zometa said.
Those with questions regarding upcoming SUPB events may
contact Zometa at (909) 537-5943
or rzometa@csusb.edu

Leon

:campus News Editor
'

.

..... T h e value of human
, .· .
\ ouch will be shown to
CSUSB.
~
The Adult Re-Entry Center
;(ARC) and Pride Center will be
:Presenting its sixth annual Stress
.:Break on Wed., May 7 from 11 a.m.
:to 2 p.m. in the Santos Manual Stu"Cient Union Events Center.
All in attendance are invited to
enjoy a variety of relaxation techniques as well as information to
help students cope before and after
midterms.
~
"Stress Break is meant to give
.~tudents an opportunity to unwind
,and blow off some steam as they
come away from or go into their Stress Break offer s an opport unity to r elieve tension created from
midterms," said Judi Cruz, coordi- t he uimecessary stresses of life (Nick J;>e Leon/Chronicle).
nator ofboth the ARC and the Pride
"Tarot card readings shouldn't
hours needed for certification.
Center.
In addition, attendees can re- be taken entirely seriously," · said
Stress Break will host an array
ceive an authentic henna body art Cruz. "Don't get me wrong though,
~f. practitioners whose services
tarot card readings are fun and are
'~ange from massages to authentic \ decoratiop called Mehndi from
henna body art to tarot card read- Debi Reiser, owner and operator of an entertaining way for students to
examine issues that might be cimsjpgs, as the Events Center is filled Henna Crone.
According to Henna Crone's ing stress."
with the smell of herbal tea and
Stress Break was created by
sage and tranquil images and music website, Reiser has been providing
Cruz
when she first started working
henna
painting
in
the
Inland
Empire
cr~ate a relaxing ambiance.
for the Santos Manuel Student
Robert Knox, who is a licensed since 1999.
Mehndi is the ancient art of Union in 2002 and has been a traJ.Ilassage therapist with over 700
hours of training, is a long-time fa- staining the skin using a .paste made ditional event held by the ARC and
xorite of Stress Break. Knox has of the· dried leaves of the henna Pride Center since.
"Overail, I wish I had a picture
provided his services to the event plant, lemon juice, essential oils
of everyone as they come in, and .
and molasses.
since its creation in 2002.
The henna paste is loaded into then leave. The visual differences is
Cruz describes Knox to be
such a talented massage therapist, a plastic cone (much like a pastry obvious," said Cruz. "They leave
the line of people waiting to be cone) and designs are drawn onto relaxed and ready to make it
massaged by him is always long the skin with the paste and left on through fmals."
.s.ioce he began offering his services the skin f9r at least 6 to 12 hours,
Event at a glance
according to Reiser's website .
.t.o Stress Break.
What: The Adult Re-Entry CenAs the henna paste is removed,
CSUSB student Paula Arnett
ter and Pride Center present
and Crafton Hills Community Col- an orange stain is left behind in the
Stress Break 2008
!ege student Marie Bahner, both li- form of the drawn pattern, which
When:. Wed. , May 7 from
censed massage therapists, will also remains from one to three weeks
11 a.m. to 2 p.m.
before fading.
pe in attendance.
Where: Santos Manuel Student
Jo Ann Levine will also be
Massage school students from
Union Events Center
available
to provide tarot card readConcord and Everest College will
W hy: Free massages, herbal tea,
pe on hand to provide massages. ings for those in attendance and
henna body art and more
!his ((Vent provides an opportunity provide fun and speculative insight
Information: (909) 537-5253
for those students to complete into the future.
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Attend an upcoming
Information Session!
Monday, May 19th

5:30PM
Monday, June 16th

5:30PM

a.variety of programs

Athletic Training
• English
Counseling.Psychology/MFT • Kinesiology
Counseling Ministry
• MBA
Education (mult. specialkations) • MPA
Disability Studies (~soon) • Music
Forensic Psychology
• Nprsing
Teaching and Administrative Credentials

Acbu

CBU Riverside Campus
8432 Magnolia Avenue
Riverside California 92504

Rise above the ordinary!
Call CBU Graduate Admissions today

866.7676.CBU
www.calbaptist.edu/grad
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DNA breakthrough to live longer

Scientists are tweaking DNA so humans can live longer. They might be close to helping people live up to
800 years old (Courtesy of octlconsulting.com).

Elva Casas·
Staff Writer
ew research may lead
genetic reprogramming that will allow
men and women to live to the age
of800.
Valter Longo, a biologist at the
University of Southern California,
led the development of a strain of
yeast fungus that can live for l 0
weeks or more.
The yeast fungus usually has a

maximum age of one week.
Longo deleted two genes
within the yeast's genome and put
it on a calorie-restricted diet.
Longo took out two genes,
known as RAS2 and SCH9, which
promote aging in yeast and cancer
in humans.
He achieved the sort oflife extension that should, in theory, be
impossible, according to independent.co.uk.
"We're setting the foundation
for reprogramming healthy life. If

we can f.ind out how the longevity
mechanism works, it can be applied
to every cell in eveiy living organism," Longo said.
"It's a scary thought to live
longer with the way things are in
the world. Tfl was given the choice
I don 't think I would want to live
longer," said CSUSB Junior Karen
Tollady.
Cynthia Kenyon, a molecular
geneticist at UCSF's new Mission
Bay campus, experimented with
roundworms. Roundworms usually

live for about 20 days, but when genetically tweaked by Kenyon and
her team they lived an average of
125 days.
This is six times their normal
life span. That is equivalent to a
person living to be over 400 years
old.
Martin Holzenberger of the
French Biomedical Research
Agency and Ron Kahn of the Harvard Medical School, genetically
coaxed mice to live 26 percent
longer than normal.
The mice research is crucial
because these mammals are genetically closer to humans than worms.
"If everyone ages twice as
slowly," Kenyon says. "You'll still
have the same percentage of old
and young. So we're not talking
about filling up the world with old
and frail people. The best way to
control overpopulation is to slow
down the birth rate."
"We're very, very far from
making a person live to 800 years
of age," Longo said. "I don't think
it's going to be very complicated to
get to 120 and remain healthy, but
at a certain point I think it will be
possible to get people to live to 800.
I don't think there is an upper limit
to the life of any organism.".
Other scientists are skeptical.
"This is great news for mice,"
says University ofPe~sylvania geneticist and bioethicist Arthur Caplan. "But it's a long way off from
humans, who have proven to be far
more complex than mouse models
·
in many cases."
Evolutionary biologist Daniel
Promislow of the University of
Georgia at Athens said that he
doubts a single gene can account
for all of the variances in life span
within a single species.

CSUSB's evacuation plan (Courtesy of http://adminfin.csusb.edu).

Duck, cover and
hold to stay alive ·:
Maria Macias
Staff Writer
here is a 99.7 percent
chance that a magni. tude 6.7 or larger earthquake will occur within the next 30
years, according to a new study by
the Uniform California Earthquake
Rupture Forecast.
Earthquake preparedness is
crucial while living in Southern
California. .
While on campus, CSUSB police have some guidelines to follow.
Duck, cover and hold.
These three words were drilled
into our heads while in grade
school, they still hold true today.
Safely evacuating and knowing
where evacuation sites are located
are part of the teaching in earthquake preparedness.
CSUSB police suggest to stay
in the building and to not evacuate
immediately. Duck under a desk,
table or doorway.
Cover the back of your neck
with your hands.

T

Hold the object you are ducking under so you will stay under.neath it if it moves.
Keep away from overhead fixtures such as lights, overhead projectors, . mounted televisions,
windows and furniture that could
possibly fall.
Once the shaking stops, check
yourself for possible injuries and
assist those who need it.
Evacuate with caution and beware of falling debris and electrical
cables.
If an earthquake should happen
while at home, you should have an
emergency kit ready.
Since hospitals can become
overwhelmed and short supplied, a
first aid kit with essential medication and a manual are important.
Emergency food and water shoutd
be sufficient for all in the family.
•
It is recommended to store one
gallon of water per person per day.
Ca$h, credit cards and copies of important documentation such as insurance cards and phone numbers
should be kept at hand.

·Campus seeks to be smoke free
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Students may no longer be able to smoke on campus in the near future (Kimberly Knaak/Chronicle).

Kimberly Knaak
Staff Writer
ellness coordinator
works to make
CSUSB a smokefree campus.
.
About 3,000 people die every
three days from smoking, according to Carlos Carrio, wellness coordinator and health educator at
CSUSB.
The yearly death total for
smoking in the United States is
"about 400,000 people, according to
Carrio.
Carrjo worked at Riverside
County of Public Health for 23
years and had a hand in making the
RCC Moreno Valley and Norco
campuses smoke free.
" It is a good feeling to walk on
the RCC campuses and see signs
stating they are smoke-free," said
Carrio. "It would be great to have
that legacy here at CSUSB."
The reason Carrio would like
CSUSB to become smoke-free is to
protect" the health and environment
here at CSUSB and to prevent incoming freshman from beginning
to smoke.
The majority of incoming
freshman at CSUSB do not smoke
and this law will prevent them from
ever starting.
"About 3,000 youth start
smoking every day in the United
States. If we could save just one life

W

SAVE GREEN. RIDE GREEN.
Lots of students already know that taking Omnl to school or just
to hang out saves money. But It also helps save our
environment. Our CNG (compressed natural gas)
buses reduce emissions as much as 87% compared to
diesel bus.es. In fact, we've been using environmentally
friendly, natural gas-powered vehicles since 1997. So try
It yourself. Purchase a Student Bus Pass and give Omnl a
ride. You'll be doing something that's good for the air and
good for your pocket:_
Student Bus Passes available at
Coyote Bookstore.

1-800-9-0MNIBUS

OMNITRANS.ORG

Complete route and schedule information online.

'

by making CSUSB a smoke-free
campus it will be well worth it,"
said Carrio.
The process may take up to
three years to pass the laws needed.
There will be a survey circulating the campus that asks students
if they would support the ban on
smoking and it also asks how much
students actually know about second hand smoking and the effects
ofsmoking. ·
After the survey results are in
Carrio and others will meet with
the Associated Students Incorporated (ASI) who will write up a
support resolution that states smoking is not to allowed on campus.
From there the resolution then
goes to the Faculty Senate to be reviewed and may also be reviewed
by the Administrative Sen;tte from
there it is passed on to the University President who makes the ultimate decision to sign the petition
and put it into effect.
Carrio will be working side by
side with ASI, students and faculty
to put the motions of this into effect.
"We are noticing that there are
three types of groups at Cal State
there are those who are huge supporters of making this school
smoke free, there are those on the
fence who would go either way on
the issue and there are those who
strongly apposed it because they
feel we are infringing on their

rights," said Carrio.
·\
In County Code 31.025 for San.
Bernardino County states that the
State law prohibits smoking within
twenty feet of the main entrances
and exits of public buildings while
expressly authorizing local com
munities to enact additional restricl
tion.
CSUSB does not enforce the
20 feet rule as seen outside of Jack
Brown Hall where students stand
front of the doors smoking as well
as University Hall on the second
floor terrace where students stand
right outside of door to the build'l
ing.
However, it is a rule that students may not smoke in their cars
in the parking lot.
Not only is the second hand
smoke bad it is the fact that ciga•
ret~e butts are all over the ground
that litters our campus and it takes
years for cigarette filters to decom-:t
'
pose.
The maintenance people wlio
do trash clean up around campus do
not like to pick up the butts because
it is disgusting, according to Carrie
Jo help students kick th~
smoking habit Carrie has helpe"tl
the Health Center put together
Smoking Sensation Classes thal
teach you how to stop and the Pharmacy also offers tobacco substitution products like Nicorete to help
students in their conquest stop
smoking.
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Jack White of The Raconteurs braved the heat in all black
(Elizabeth Saucedo/Chronicle).

Irish accordion

rhe tip-off
Elizabeth Saucedo
Mana9in9 Editor

he heat . couldn ~t keep the fans
from flocking to the fields. lndio•s
ninth annual Coachella Music and
Arts festival brought music of all genres,
eclectic art and people from all walks of life
together for three days of camping and fes-tivities.

Matt Hensley gave the Chronicle
a one-on-one exclusive interview
(Courtesy of
www.kanonfutr.net).
Ken Dillard

The Friday, April 25 lineup set, and The Raconteurs, fronted by
was headlined by the Canadian Jack White, (The White Stripes),
twin duo of Tegan and Sara, Jack Brendan Benson, Jack Lawrence
White's The Raconteurs, brit-pop (The Greenhornes) and Patrick
Legends The Verve, and the smooth Keeler, (The Greenhornes ), took
Bawaiian acoustics of Jack John- the stage. While the group comson. As the sun began to slowly prises established musicians in their
sink behind the·palms, twin sisters ' own right, they have creatively
Tegan and Sara took the main stage. come together to develop catchy
The Canadian duo performed harmonies paralleled with psychedelic rock guitar
songs from their
riffs on the 2008 refifth studio album,
'~That's what
lease, "Consolers of
"The Con," and the
the
Lonely."
critically acclaimed
this band Is
The
Raconteurs
2004 release, "So
about.•
delivered r9ck and a
"The
~alous. "
Con," was co-promix of smooth
duced by Death Cab for Cutie's indie-blues with the songs "Many
Christopher Walla and includes cuts Shades of Black" and "Rich Kid
enveloped with emotion, obsession Blues." The music of The Raconan.d remarkably distinct vocal style. teurs highlights not only the vocal
In between songs, the two joked superiority of White and Benson,
with sarcastic and witty comments but also the musical technicfility of
about the sun, their songs and tour- Lawrence on bass and Keeler on
drums. The night was wrapped up
ing.
with
the musical styling of The
. "I'm sorry for closing my eyes
Verve
and headliner Jack Johnson.
so,much," said Sara, "It's just I'm
While The Verve bad returned
afraid you all won't be there when I
to the U.S. for the first time in a
open them."
. With a set that lasted a little decade since their split, their set
J~ss than 'an hour, the sisters gave time in between The Raconteurs
the audience a mix of their more and Jack Johnson . made them
up-tempo songs such as the greatly overshadowed by the other
melodic, "Back in Your Head," acts of the day. The Verve offered
"Speak Slow" and "Walking With a the audience their more than noGhost," accompanied with the deep table hits including "The Drugs
obsessive-filled songs like "So Jeal- Don'~ Work" and the ever popular:
ous," "Burn Your Life Down" and " Bittersweet Symphony. " Frontman Richard Ashcroft introduced a
"Nineteen."
. · With the sun dipping behind new song entitled "Sit a~d Wonder"
the mountains of ~aim Springs, and assured the crowd that the refTegan and Sara wrapped up their ormation of the band would result
in new material.
"That's what this band is
about," said Ashcroft.
As the fireflies began to light
up and the desert chill crept in,
surfer/singer/guitarist Jack Johnson
· took the stage as the fmal performance and main headliner of day one.
Donned in jeans and a ·t-shirt, he
performed favorites from all five albums, with hits such as "Hope,"
"Staple it Together" and "Taylor."
While Johnson's perfortnance
was almost impossible to compare
to previous headliners like Rage
Against the Machine, Nine Inch
Nails and Tool, Johnson brought a
vibe of his own. Johnson's rhythmic guitar and vocals brought a
mellow mood and overall warm
feeling to close the first day of fesJick Johnson headlined day 1
tivities.
(Elizabeth Saucedo/Cbronicle).
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Copy EditorjStafJWriter
logging Molly is on a
roll. We caught up with
accordionist Matt Hensley in the oppressive heat of the
Coachella Valley to discuss the new
record, his recent return to the band
and the universal •appeal of Flogging Molly's music.
Coyote Chronicle: How does an
ex-pro skateboarder end up playing
accordion in an Irish rock band?
Matt Hensley: 'I wound up playing
accordion in the right place at the
right time and played with a bunch
of good guys and I just got in this
crazy band. I don't really know how
to answer that except it's just the
weird way life goes sometimes.
CC: Can you describe the circumstances that Jed you to leave the
band last year?

MH: I had just gotten off of a nineweek tour, I have a 10-year-old son
who I mis~ all the time, I'~e been
married for 11 years and I had spent
most of my life playiAg music on
the road, which I love, but it just
k:inda got to me, man. I just got to a
point where I couldn't take it anymore. I just needed a break to spend
some time wi~h my family. [just
k:inda freaked out.
I went through a lot
of thinking and time
and everything else
and after it was over
I was like, this band
is what I do.
I looked at my
son and he was just totally backing me. He still

ally have three hours before sound
cheok so I just march around whatever city I'm in and just kind of
check it out. The only decision I
have to make in my day is where
I'm going to eat. So for those three
hours I'm always on the lookout for
whatever Indian or Thai food
restaurant I can find. When I'm
done with that, I go back, play
some music for sound
check, then go eat d inner, have a couple
glasses of wine and
before you know it,
play music.
CC: The energy at
your shows is 'unrivaled. What's that energy like from the band's

loves thi.s band and (Courtes of www. 1u .com) perspective?
y
p
MH: It feels really
my life JUSt makes
way moretsense in this band than good to be up there. I think we have
out of it.
a great presence, but I think we
Even for the best intentions, have a really great crowd that
leaving wasn't the right thing.
helps us bring that presence.
CC: What's the song-writing The musicians have to be
process like?
the ones to push it to a
MH: Not on all songs, but most certain level, but then
songs, Dave will definitely write it's that give and
the lyrics and probably a couple of take. When you
bars or a beginning of some sort.
know the people
He'll get something in a loose are into you, you
form and he'll bring it to us. When can't help but to
he gives it to us we start to really give more to
fine-tune it.
what
you're
When it gets into a room with doing.
all of us, just through odds alone, CC: How much
seven people are going to
be able to come up with
better ideas than one, but
without a doubt, Dave is
the ringleader of this circus.
CC: What's your typical
day on tour like?
MH: A "typical day on tour
is I wake up around noon, I
look for a place to relieve
myself, try to get something to eat, and then I usu;

longer can we expect there to be a
Flogging Molly?
MH: I thillk for some time to come,
man. We've been a band for nearly
11 years.
God only knows how we even
did that. We're just a little tiny barband from Los Angeles. Now we're
a little tiny band, but we've been
around for 11 years.
But I think what we do, and I
hope what we do, has a timeless
quality to it.
\
And I feel that way, I say that
because when I go to our shows, I
see some people that are in their 70s
all the way to kids that are 5 years
old and they're all dancing, having a
good time and they're not all Irish.
It's not so much about 'being lrish.
From the perspective of growing up in Ireland
and all the
hardsh ips
that anybody
from
a n y

can relate
to
what
were~

about .

The ninth annual
Coachella Music and Arts
Festival brought three
days of communal camping, spectacular music and
eclectic art displays to the
Empire Polo Fields in
Indio, CA. Thousands
withstood soaring temperatures to see and hear
their favorite bands and
artists. Top left: Mike Ross' Big Rig Jig (Ken Dillard/Chronicle). Center: Tegan Quin of
Tegan and Sara (Elizabeth Saucedo/Chronicle). Top right: Jake Snider of Minus the Bear
(Ken Dillard/Chronicle). Bottom right: Eugene Hiltz of Gogol Bordello (Steven
MoreVChronicle).
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MURS is not a typical rapper because he t alks about issues, n ot
bling (Steven M oreVChronicle).

MURS for presiden t'~
inspired to make music throughmusi
c. They're inspired to make·
Multi-Cultural Editor
music to get out of their so-called
tanding outside the press impoverished situation, so they are
tent in the VIP lounge, coming from a different perspective
we encountered MURS than I'm coming from . I have more
drinking a frozen.lemonade to cool in common with Gogo! B ordello
himself down from the excruciating than someone like Juvenile. I make
music because I love music fir st
heat.
MURS is known !or his under- and foremost. Not because it is just
ground success with such albums as going to get me out of the projects
" Murray's Revenge," "Murs 3: 16," or to feed my three babies by dif"The 9th Edition," and his upcom- ferent mothers.
So, I think the state of maining release, "Murs for President."
stream hip-hop today is an assemCoyot e C h ronicle: What does bly line; it's a factory line. There's
room for that and there's room for
MURS stand fm:?
MURS: Master of U niquely Re- me. There's also room for me to be
• honest. They shouldh't be mad.
telling Stories.
That's a new one. I j ust made Thfy're doing a good job, they' re
making a lot of money, they're sellthat up right now.
CC: What makes you better than ing a lot of ringtones. Bravo for
everyone else's favorite rapper?
them. I'm not dissing them. What
MURS: It's because I'm nicer. I'm I'm doing and what they' re doing
a better human being. I don't shot are two different things. I read
anybody. I really don't do any books.
drugs. I don't abuse alcohol or any CC: In your opinion, what makes
kind of animals. '
underground
I'm kind of a bor"rm bigger than all underground
derline vegan. I'm
and mainstream
a strict vegetarian. the maj or' label pol- mainstream?
I take all the picMURS: Mainitics.~'
tures, sign all the
stream is usupapers. I put more
ally stuff you ·
energy into my shows and I put can dance to. Underground is usumore thought of what I say into the ally stuff that you can't dance to.
microphone.
Then people will sit around and
CC: Who's your favorite rapper?
complain that they don't get lisMUR S: Are you serious? You've tened to, but they don't make it acgot to be a real music nerd.
cessible because music was made
You gotta do the top five. for you to dance to. We all got to- '
Everything's in the top five like gether by the fireplace before theit High Fidelity.
was internet or radio and there was
1. Ice Cube
a guy, a townie, playing a man2. LLCool J
dolin, maybe telling a story with i t
3. E-40
sometimes, but usually the people
4. Jay-Z
wanted to dance in the village and
5. Juvenile
he was supposed to perform someCC: Why i~ your new album called thing for them to dance to. Folklore
MURS for President?
was spread through dance and fyri ~
MURS: Because I'm bigger than cism and it shows. The most prirni~
all the major label politics. Ifl have tive forms of music. were to tell
to play the politics game then I'd stories, to keep tradition. It's okay
better be the president.
to dance, its not okay to be a com- ·
CC: What is the state of main- plete idiot. It's not okay to com~ ·
stream hip-hop today?
plain. If you neglect them on
MURS: I think it's poorly mixed. It purpose and don't want anybody to
does not sound sonic~lly - tech as dance then you need to understand
good. I think the lyricists are dim- that you are only going to self.
witted and they lack originality in 60,000 records. I don' t come to
their delivery. They' re making cogs Coachella to stand and look at
in a machine. This is a project we someone. I come to hear it really
are trying to make and they're out loud and really clear and experience
to make money. I'm out to make ·with a gang of other people around
music.
me who want to move and have a
So it's a little different. I was good time.

Kevin Manning

S

Nathan Willett and M att Maust o~ Cold War Kids were a highlight of day 2 at Coachella (Ken Dilla rd1Chronicle).

rince's purple reign
for 1990s "Graffiti Bridge" and the
Time have opened for Prince at several shows in recent years.
Prince brought his purple
"You are in the coolest place
rain to the desert as the on Earth," he said before bringing
out friend and fellow legend, She:
headliner · for Saturday lia E, to perform her hit "The Glamorous Life."
Nights festivi(ies.
Prince then kicked off a slew
of hits, with " 1999," "Little Red
Corvette," "Cream" and "ControMelanie Hunter
versy."
Assistant A&E Editor
The crowd clapped, cheered
and danced for those songs and
t ince was paid $4.8 Prince delivered trademark-worthy
million to perform at guitar solos for each song.
Coachella, according to
A few perm pats and dance
Rolling Stone, and was a last moves later, his set shifted from an
minute addition to the roster by the outdoor party, to an aura with seripromoters to sell
ous undertones.
tickets. Saturday
"Look
tickets sqld out
at you," he said.
''You are in the
less than 24
"So many differhours after the
coolest place on
ent faces from so
announcement.
many different
Earth!'~
As
the
places all bonded
crowd gathered·
by music. I'm
on the lawn of the Empire Polo tired of debates."
Field, the lights changed from their
He then launched into The
standard fluorescence to a hazy pur- Beatles' "C ome Together", during
p ie and the large spot lights that which he rallied the crowd to chant
usually roamed the sky became sta- "War No More" during the verses,
tionary and created a large pinnacle over the acappella band and hand
aimed at the stars.
claps.
Jaws dropped and disbelieving
Prince milked it for all it was
worth.
faces turned to look at each other
"Coachella, I am here!" Prince when Prince played into a cover of
proclaimed to the sold out crowd, Radiohead's "Creep."
beginning his set 30 minutes later
Prince added his own flare to
than scheduled.
the song with a lengthy guitar solo
He emerged onto the stage and falsetto drenched ad-libs.
adorned in a white pant suit with
The song covers continued
silver, glittery fringe on the hems.
with Sara McLachlan 's "Arm:; of
He opened the set with "Jungle an Angel," except Prince didn't sing
Love" by Morris Day and the Time, it.
and Day joined him on the stage.
His back-up singer sang a high
Day and Prince are old friends energy, gosp el version of the conand rivals.
temporary song, leaving most fans
According to MTV, Day sp lit confused.
from Prince's camp not too long
Surprisingly, that song gave
after the blockbuster su ccess of Prince time for his only costume
1984's "Purple Rain," but reunited change of the night.

P

------------r/1

He brought the funk to
Coachella with "I Feel For You"
and " Musicology," as he and his
back- up singers paraded around
stage dancing imd hyping up the
crowd, despite the crowd 's low energy.
Midnight was when Prince's
set was scheduled to end.
As midnight came and went,
he was still on stage with the same
energy he had when he' d first come
on.
They're telling me that we got
to go, but I can 't!" he said. "Did we
have a good time at this party or
what?"
He then ended his set with
"Purple Rain" and "Let's Go
Crazy".
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Metal concerts

Madonna's still got it

"Hard Candy" is in stores now. (Courtesy of Warner Bros.
Records).
Melanie Hunter
Assistant A&E Editor

M

adonna is no Mariah
Carey, Whitney Houston, or Christina Aguilera. She'll be 50 this summer an,d
has an 11 year-old daughter.
With her latest release, "Hard
Candy", she's proven that she has
the staying power and is just as talented as, if not better in some ways,
than her 25 year-old contemporaries today.
"Hard Candy" was released on
April 29, and will wrap up an 11 album contract with Warner Bros.
Records.
She's enlisted the help of production heavyweights Pharrell
Williams, Timbaland and Nate
"Danjahandz" Hills.
Justin Timberlake co-wrote,
co-produced and is featured on ~ve
tracks. Kanye West is also featured
on the album.
"We were in a studio,"
Williams told MTV news, "and she
was like, ' Look, give me some hot
sh**.' I was looking at her like,
'She's saying hot sh**? ' She was
like, ' What?' , and I'm like 'OK. ' So
\fe just worked and made it."
The sound on "Hard Candy" is
definitely unexpected. ·
' Ever the master of reinvention,
Madonna provides listeners with a .
funky, 90 percent, upbeat album
that is a definite gym necessity.
The first track, 'Candy Shop',
sets the agenda and the tone for the
rest of the album.
·
The song is heavily drum and
t\ass influenced, in which she sings
"I'll be your one stop/candy shop/
I
.
(;)Verythmg that I got."
·

Clearly, 'candy' is a metaphor
for sex.
"4 Minutes" features Timberlake and is the album's lead single.
It recently reached the $1 million
peak in sales, and is atop the Billboard Hot 100 chart.
In this song, Timbaland proves
he's never too far from that drum
kit of his. The horns are the standout in the song, and at first listen are
a little annoying, but the song is
definitely a grower.
The second single, "Give it 2
Me" is a youthful, bouncy song
with shaky synthesizers that layer
the chorus.
The song awkwardly interludes to an overproduced frenzy, in
which Madonna repeats "get stupid" and Williams can be heard

11 albums later,
she's still relevant.

mumbling incoherently in the background.
The album takes a break from
the dance theme and veers into the
mellow, "Miles Away", which also
features Timberlake.
The song talks about the awkwardness of long distance relationships, which both Madonna and
Timberlake can attest to with their
high profile, public relationships.
"Uncomfortable silence can be so
loud," they sing.
On the surface, the song appears to be the most simplistic on
the album, but Timbaland and Timberlake have added various loops

'·

and subtle drum beats that provide
depth to the production.
Timbaland and Timberlake
seem to have created a formula for
pop songs that are easy number one
singles.
·For example, Madonna's
"Miles Away" and "Devil Wouldn't
Recognize You" are eerily similar
to Timberlake's "Cry Me A River"
and."What Goes Around", as well
as Rihanna's "Rehab".
All were produced by Timbaland and Timberlake.
Number one Billboard hits are
fine, but then all the music starts to
sound the same.
The beat recycling continues
on "Hard Candy".
"Spanish Lesson" and "lncred-·
ible" are the worst songs on the
. album, production wise. Both were
produced by Williams.
If it weren't for the Spanish
guitar on "Spanish Lesson", the
main beat of the bridge would be
Busta Rhymes' hit, "A** on Fire".
In the song "Incredible",
Madonna sings about her sex life
with her husband, Guy Ritchie. She
claims sex with him is- you guessed
it. .. incredible.
"6ance 2night", "She's Not
Me" and "Beat Goes On" are the
best songs on the album.
With all of the urban production she used, those songs are 100
· percent funky and sexy.
Each of them are a·bit reminiscent of70s funk and disco.
In "Beat Goes On", she explains "I can't keep waiting for
you/on and on, on the beat goes."
The song makes dancing easy
to do with the easy beat the bass
line, synthesizers and chimes create.
Kanye West is featured on the
track and consistently delivers· excellence.
The sex and wagger ,on
"Dance 2night" are so evident on
the track it's ridiculous.
In the first verse the beat is
heavy, but by the time the pre-chorus and hook hit,.the layers come in
and are sure to have listeners swaying back and forth to the' beat.
Overall( the album is another
staple to add to Madonna'slong and
successful career.
.
She's an artist that has a host of
albums that can effectively show
the progression of popular music.
Madonna leaves the industry
on a high-note, and definitely with
a mark left for upcoming superstar~
. to follow.
Eleven albums later, she's still
relevant, even if she is 'old enough
to be your mother.

Mosh pits and sign language
certs will have an open floor in
front of the stage. Once the music
. begins, if you are in the front-quarter of the floor, you will be squished
against others towards the stage like
sardines. Be warned. ·
The mosh pit will normally
erupt around the middle of the floor.
If that's where you find yourself unwillingly, don't be
scared, it is easy to escape
the surrounding
standing crowd, but if
you decide

P hilip l nce
A&E Editor

Y

our iPod is full of doubleV bass drum rolls, thrash. _ guitar riffs and screaming
vocals, but you've never seen your
favorite metat ensemble perform
live before. With the summer con- .
cert season fast approaching here in Southern
California, your opportunity could be fast approaching.
Before · you attend
your first heavy-metal
show, there are some very'
important behaviors you
need to be informed about to
ensure you have an optimal
time at a metal show..
*Throw up the horns!*
The "devil horns" hand
sign is a staple at all heavymetal shows. Whether you are on
the floor or in the seats almost all
the crowd will be doing it.
While basic there is a very
common misconception ab'out the
sign-language-symb9l of metal
unity. The steps:
-Make a fist.
-Extend your pinky fmger.
-Extend your index finger.
-KEEP THE THUMB TUCKED .
IN!
Many people believe it is
he-avy-metal to extend that thumb
The correct way to "throw up
as well and tell the crowd you love
the horns" (Courtesy of
them in traditional sign lanforum.fok.nl)
guage ... wrong!
you stay and watch, be prepared to
·*The general-admission floor*
Close to all heavy-metal con- be bombarded by out-of-controlhurdling bodies.

.

If pitting is a behavior you
wish to partake in, always help your
fellow crowd member up if they
slip and fall in front of you.

*Anything goes*

,

There will be people drinking
and smoking many substances inside the venue. It goes with the territory. If you can't tolerate it, stay
home and turn up the stereo.
A polite request to cease said
activities could result in confrontation.

*Your attire*
It is an unspoken policy to
never · wear the shirt of the
band you are going to see.
While the rule is relaxing with
classic-metal bands such as
Iron Maiden returning to the
stage, if the group you are going
to see have been on the scene
for less than ten years, consider
it enforced.
Also keep in mind that a wallet
chain is common in heavy-metal
, atti,re, most venues will confiscate them at the door for security reasons.

*Let it all out*
As we look forward to upcoming Southern California performances from metal greats
Hatebreed, such multi-headlining
tours as Gigantour featuring
Megadeth and In-Flames, the Rockstar Mayhem Tour with Slipknot
and Disturbed, Crue-Fest featuring
glam-greats Motley Crue, and classi~-hard-rocker and fifth ammendment advocate Ted Nugent, take
these tips into consideration and
have a great time as you release
your inner turmoil.

Le
ewis s~eps up to plate
Lewis' ''Spirit'' proves to be success
"I could just see the effect that
she had on the audience," Cowell
told Entertainment Weekly. "I
When Christina Aguilera fin- thought, 'this girl's not just goip.g to
ishes over-singing everything, and be big in England. This girl is going
Mariah Carey is done being a diva, to be a hit all over the world'."
Leona Lewis will be ready and able
Leona, Lewis is the ftrst British
to take their places as music's next female artist to debut at number 1
big voice.
on the Billboard Top 200 chart with
Lewis' album, "Spirit" sounds her album, "Spirit".
like Clive Davis is gearing up to
The whole album is pop at its
· foster another Whitney Houston.
cleanest and simplistic form. Some
Lewis got her start as the win- of the biggest names in pop share
ner of the U.K.'s version of Ameri- writing and production credits on
can Idol, 'The X -Factor", in which the album, such as Ryan Tedder of
the loveable Simon Cowell is a OneRepublic, Avril Lavigne, Akon,
judge.
J.R . Rotem, Johnta Austin, and
-Max Martin.
Her lead-off single, "Bleeding
Love", has been at the top of the
Billboard Hot 100 charts for 11
weeks.
The beat is infectious, catchy
and the way her voice floats over
the melody makes the song smooth.
The bulk of her vocal delivery
is presented in the bridge of the
song, in which she makes jumping
from strong vibrato to a high
falsetto sound easy.
Her range shows again on the
delicate ballad, Ewan McCall's,
"The First Time I Ever Saw Your
Face", as well as "Footprints in the
Sand" and "Here I Am".
"Misses Glass" is a lighthearted party song reminiscent of a
Lil Jon song with its steady bass
b(!at and the shouting in the chorus,
but not as imperative and loud.
"I'm You" was penned by
artist/songwriter, Ne-Yo. The chorus is sultry and mellow, and paints
Lewis in a sophisticated light.
The song is the fourth on the
album, a nice and timely break
from her structured pop.
Lewis' " Spirit" is a sure American hit for the British singer, as it's
laced with radio friendly songs that
will have Lewis seeing a Jot more
success in her career.
"Spirit" was released under. J
Records on April 8.
Melanie Hunter
Assistant A&E Editor
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in the 1770s, according to Hussain.
Muslims are very ethnically
diverse with Africans making up
29 with members of the commu- 25 percent, South Asians 35 pernity, professors and CSUSB cent and Middle Easterners 33
President Albert K. Karnig.
percent of the religion.
"To n;te it's relationships .
Dr. Amir Hussain, author of
" Oil and Water: Two Faiths, One It's conversation with openness,
God," spoke about the relation- which builds inter-faith diaship between Muslims, Jews and logue," said Hussain.
Christians.
· Hussain also explained the
He explained facts and multiple dimensions of the Mus..:
myths about Muslims and the lim faith.
way they affect the inter-faith
He explained that the Qura.n
dialogue.
is seen as the word of God and
Muslims have been tn how there are the Five Pillars in
America for centuries, which the Muslim religion.
many Americans are not aware
The Five Pillars ·are five
of, according to Hussain. steps that those who follow the
Twenty percent of West African Muslim faith actively follow.
Slaves were Muslim and Some of those steps include
brought with them their strong charity, prayer and fasting.
Muslim beliefs.
Hussain also spoke about
The _Quran has a long his- 9/ll.
tory in the United States as well.
He addressed how those
Thomas Jefferson purchased a who conducted the terrorist atQuran and even learned Arabic tacks were calling themselves
faithful followers of Is lam and
how that affected the religion
overall.
Directly after 9/11, representatives of the Muslim faith
expressed to America and the
world that they were deeply
sorry for the loss and that those
involved were extremists.
Most people listened to the
lecture quietly and respectfully.
However, during th~ question and answer session, a man
disrupted the discussion, causing some people to p anic. He
was ejected from the event for
his interruption.
"I thought Hussain was
very informative on the core of
the religion. He was highly intellectual and he definitely knew

.

The big debate

Celebrating Cinco de Mayo

Andrea Putnam

Elsa Ecarcega
Staff Writer
•

Staf!Writer
n a small' Presbyterian
church on D Street in
__ San Bernardino, Dr.
Amir Hussain of Loyola .Marymount university spoke to a full
house on the relationship between Muslim, Jewish and
Christian faiths .
"This lecture is to promote
inter-faith dialogue," said Hussa in.
Hussain's lecture, "Seperating Fact from Fiction," was
hosted by Cal State San
Bernardino and the Center of Islamic and Middle Eastern Studies.
The lecture has been taking
place every year at different locations throughout the world.
The event took place April

I

Dr. Hussain discussed the issues facing Islam, Judaism and Christianity in the present world (Andrea Putnam/Chronicle).

what he was talking about," sai d
Professor Ahlam Muhtaseb from
CSUSB .

Cinco de Mayo is here once
·
d· . · l
agam, an tt s ttme to ce ebrate!

explanations of the "Batalla de
Puebla." The Teatro Universitario
en Espaiiol preformed a play during the celebration.
Two ballet folkloricos were
preformed by CSUSB students.
Pacha Mama also played reggae
· rliythms.
"It is a celebration of Mexi-

c a n
inco de Mayo gave
the
Mexican
~ people a reason to celebrate tqeir
national identity.
· It was a small
victory in harsh
times and instability for Mexico.
The Mexican national
holiday is a
popular celebration among
MexicanAmericans m
the U.S.
The
Cross
Cultural
Center
scheduled a celebration of Cinco de Mayo
on May 5, in the lower ..-commons.
"It is a big holidll.f for a lot of
1
Mexican students, Celebrating
Cinco de 'Mayo is an opportunity
for students to celebrate their culture and display their talents,"
Graduate Assistant of the Cross
Cultural center, Mario Garcia said.
Theater, Reggae, Carne Asada
and ballet folklorico were some of
the cultural items at the Cinco de
Mayo celebration .
Doctor Cesar Caballero gave
a brief history of the meanings and

C

Cinco de Mayo celebrates the overthrow of the Mexican Imperial
Monarchy headed by Maximilian of
Austria; Napoleon Ill imposed the
monarchy from 1864 to 186.7 (Courtesy of www.Wikipedia.com).

Cultural heritage and an opportunity to take part in the celebration
of Cinco de Mayo," said Garcia.
"It is important to emphasize that
all students are welcome to the

celebration."
CSUSB students Karla de
•
Alba, Dulce Martinez and Janeth :
Chaidez volunteered at the Cross '
Cultural Center to make the decorations for the Cinco de Mayo ;
event.
"I enjoy helping. The event is :
important to keep up· with culture," Chaidez said. " I have no- ;
ticed that many students don 't
know what Cinco de Mayo ·
means. It is important to
educate students about
the celebration."
1
Cinco de Mayo '
celebrates
the
overthrow
of
the · Mexican
Imperial
Monarchy :
headed
by ;
Maximilian :
of Austria. ;
Napoleon III
imposed the ·
monarchy
from 1864 to
1867.
The
French
planned to march
from the port city of
Veracruz to Mexico
City but President Benito
Juarez sent troops of General ,
Ignacio Zaragoza to Puebla to
confront the French army. Juarez's ·
troops defeated the French arm~ .
with success.
A year later, the French .
brought in more troops and re-at- .
tacked.
• , This time the French army
was able to make their way into .
Me~ico City, take the capital and .
install Emperor' Maximilian of
Hapsburg as the reigning monarch
of Mexico.
;

Students win ·big in NY :
UNIVERSITY COLLEGE
INLAND EMPIRE

Your Transfer Choice
Chapman U niversity College, one of California's most respected universities for adult learners,
is also your perfect transfer choice. Transfer a minimum of 60 credits with your AA degree.
Chapman accepts UC/CSU IGETC lower division reqnin;rnent certification. In addition, program
specific articulation agreements help assure that the classes you're taking will transfer to C hapman.

With classes starting every 10 weeks, you won't have to wait long to get started on completing
your degree ahd fulfilling your personal and professional goals.

Undergradoor:e, gradoor:e, and certifica,te programs in:
General Education, Computer Information Systems, Criminal Justice,
Health Administration, Health Services Management, Human Resources, Liberal Studies,
Organi%ational Leadership, Psychology, Social Science, and Sociology.

Graduate Education degree and credential programs in:
Education, Special Education, and Teaching

Not all programs available at all locations.

For more information call 866..CHAPMAN
or visit us online www.chapman.edu/inlandempire
Moreno. Valley
22620 Goldencrest Dr.
Suite 105
866-CHAPMAN
www.chapman.edu/morenovalley

Ontario
2890 Inland Empire Blvd.
· Suite 110
866-CHAPMAN
www.chapman.edu/ontario

Chapman University is accredited by and is a member of the Weslem Association of Schools and Colleges.
Teacher training and credential programs ore accredited by the Califamia Commission on Teacher Creclentialing.

Shantal And erson
Staff Writer
reparation,
strong
resolutions and wellwritten documents
were some of the factors that
contributed to CSUSB's Model
United Nations (MUN) team
winnings and achievement at the
MUN conference.
This year 17 students competed against 290 schools across
the nation.
The confere nce included
five different schools representing some of the continents.
Assuming the roles of stu~
dent ambassadors, the students
confronted issues pertaining to
social, economic and political
matters in the Philippines.
· Overall, the team walked
away with the outstanding delegations award and the outstanding position papers award,
which were only given to the top
10 schools at the conference.
Four of the members were
also given an award for having
an
outstanding comm ittee.
Those students were Joel Herrera, Sacha Amry, Dustin
Vandeyeh and Irene Perez.
As student ambassadors-,
they were able to narrate
speeches, deliberate draft resolutions, negotiate with allies and
ad versaries and also reso lv e
conflicts.
Their motivation was all in
the interest of reso lving problem s that affect countri es all
over the world, especially the
Phi lippines, according to Colin
Hale, a third year student at
CSUSB.
"The conference was more
like a simulation of what happens in the UN. You represent
the Philippines like a mock
trial" said Hale.
According to Hale, you
need to have a desire and interest in international affairs and
political science to become engaged in the MUN.

This year 17 students competed against 290 schools across the
nation. The conference included five different schools representing some of the continents (Courtesy of cache.kotaku.com).
The MUN is an imitation of
th e UN General Assembly.
Students rehearse roles as
ambassadors from UN memb er
states to debate current issues on
the organiz ation's agenda. This
experience gives them insights
into the fu nctions of the UN .
The conference focus es on current affairs which are being di scussed in the UN , according to
the UN Association.
This year 's conference was
held at the UN headquarters and
the Grand Hyatt Hote l in midtown Manh attan, NY. The conference had over two thousand
students and 18 committees.
Schools varied from the
we st and east coast. Some of the
coun try 's top Ivy League
schools were in attendance.
The head delegates for thi s
year' s team were Al fredo
Bonilla and Co lin Hale .

Members of the
··Model UN
Alfredo Bonilla
Amarjit Singh
Artour Aslanian
Sacha Amry
ScottConklinklin
Oscar Castro
Jaclyn O'Nei l
Huda Kaoud
Arika Khajetoorians
Colin Hale
Ga lib Rustemov
Nata lia Carvajal
Irene Perez
Dustin Vandehey
Joel Herrera
Aaron Ellingwood
Brian Green ·
"
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America for treating our citizens as Obama and nis campaign, is that the
less than human. God damn Amer- Senator secretly agrees with him,
ica for as long as she acts like she but is hiding his true sentiments
is God and she is supreme."
from the press.
Who would ever think that a
Earlier in his campaign it was
pastor could be a hindrance and simple enough for Obama to dispossibly lead to Sen. Obama's miss the remarks and say that he is .
greatest downfall?. Certainly the only associated with Wright beSenator never would have sus- cause of their religious ties.
pected it.
However, it has become more
He has been going to apparent to the public that the two
Chicago's Trinity United Church of . have a long-standing relationship.
Christ for over 20 years, and he has Now it is clear that some amount of
known Wright for over 20 years. trust must have been ihvolved if
Wright even conducted the mar- Obama chose Wright to marry him
riage ceremony between Obama and his wife, and conduct his chiland his wife, Michelle. He also bap- dren's baptisms.
tized Obama's two children.
Obama held a press conference
'Obama says that he was not in on Tuesday, April29 to clear up arty
church to hear these offensive ser- misunderstandings regarding his remons and accusations. He also says lationship with Wright. With the
that up until recently he had not May 6 Indiana and North Carolina
even seen the transcripts from such primaries quickly approaching, it
sermons.
was necessary for Obama to preSurely, a prominent figure who vent any further political damage
is so important to such a large that may have been done as a result
Chicago community would aid of the marathon of press conferObama's campaign and possibly at- ences that Wright held the previous
tract new voters, right? So wrong.
weekend.
Wright, 66, is the former pasObama said, "There's been
tor of Chicago's Trinity Church, great damage. It may have been unwhich has over 10,000 members. intentional on hls part, but I do not
He attended Virginia Union Uni- see that relationship being the same
versity in Richmond, but left to join after this."
the Marines. After two years he
This is exactly the kind of
switched to the Navy.
statement Obama needed to make.
One · would think this would He has had a strong campaign up
have given him a sense of national until this point and this will only
pride.
strengthen his appeal.
?
It seems he has forgotten that
It is unfortunate that he has
A pastor has become Sen. Barack Obama's biggest obstaCle in becoming the Democratic nominee (Courtesy ofwww.caglecarto6ns.com).
he ever serveq in the military, be- had to distance himself from somepearances on the weekend of April sive and unpatriotic nature, not be- cause it may be the most inflamma- cause there is no detection of alle- one whom he has such a longLauren Padia
26 on: PBS' "Bill Moyers' Jour- cause the black church has been tory, is his quote that has been re- giance when you consider all of the standing relationship.
S~af!Writer
nal," the NAACP's annual Fight for under ati:ack, up until recently that peated all over the news.
Publicly clarifying that he does
offensive and outrageous things he
ne of Sen. Barack Freedom Fund Dinner and the Na- is.
Any mention of Wri ght's has said about the United States re- not associate himself with the negObama's greatest ob- tional Press Club in Washington on
Any criticism that has been name, in affiliation to Obama, is cently. He has also said that there is .ative and unpatriotic views of his
stacles in his cam- Monday, where he said, "this most made of the black church has been sure to bring the recording of a huge conspiracy regarding the former pastor will be nothing but
paign is not his politics. Instead, it recent attack on the black church is a result of the ridiculous comments Wright saying, "the govern- AIDS virus, and that the govern- bem\ficial to him.
is someone he has been involved not an attack on Jeremiah Wright; it made hy Wright. Tt is his own state- ment. ..wants us to sing 'God Ri ess ment created the virus to kill off
If he had not it would have
with for over 20·years, his former is an attack on the black church."
ments that have been the cause of America.' No, no, no, God damn blacks.
been political suicide and he may as
pastor, Rev. Jeremiah Wright.
Wright's comments have been the attention drawn to his church.
America. That's in the Bible for '
Perhaps one of Wright's most well have handed th'e Democratic
Wright made three public ap- made public because of their offenPerhaps most memorable, be- killing innocent people. God damn appalling claims, in regards to nomination to Sen. Hillary Clinton.

Pastor's tongue brings down Obama

Save money, take the bus .-.

The College of Education at California State uri'fiftilirG
Bernardino has programs in elementary, g""".....~
and special education.

Programs are
accredited at
national and
tate levels

The price of gas is going up; It might be time for you to start thinking of alternative forms of transportation, like the bus (Robert Gramer/Chronicle).

Robert Gramer
Staff Writer
hich sounds better,
paying $50 for a
tank of gas or only
$33 for an Omnitrans bus pass for
the whole month, if you are a student? Save your money and the environment.
Three years ago I wouldn't
have told you this, due to bad service and long wait times.
Now, in 2008, it seems the
buses run better than I've ever seen
in the San Bernardino area.
The buses run on compressed
natural gas, which decreases polluting emissions by more than 85
percent over diesel.
Taking the bus is a great way
to meet people who live in the area.
They are clean and the drivers try
their best to always get you there on
time.
If you typically spend about
$50 a week on gas, you can save at
least $150 a month just by taking
the bus. Bus lines go to almost
every area in San Bernardino along
the main routes, and a walk to the

W

bus stop gives you exercise you
might not get by always driving . .
Some say they'd never take a
bus. That's silly. I've seen many
students on the bus and more frequently as of late.
When riding the bus you can
always pick up a bus schedule so
you know when the pick up times
are. Traffic can slow things down a
bit, but I can attest that it has improved dramatically in the past few
years. Omnitrans serves more than
14 million boarding passengers per
year, so get your bus pass.
Bus passes for 31 days range
from $45 a month for a full fare
rider, $33 a month for students with
valid ID card and _$22.50 a month
for people with disabilities.
There are also seven day
passes available at a discount from
the full fare price.
When considering how much
gas costs currently, it might be
smart to take a bus when you can.
I've found it's the best way to find
out about your community and the
people around you.
Riding the bus presents an opportunity to ineet people from

~·

many walks of life. You travel
through parts of the community that
you might neyer see if you just
drive.
I have made wonderful discoveries of places to shop, movies to
see and restaurants to eat at.
If it wasn't for riding the bus I
wouldn't have found all the places
I love in downtown San
Bernardmo or Redlands·.
More importantly, being a student, we all know how money
doesn't stretch very far.
Why drive when you can save
so much money and eat something
healthy or go see a movie that
you've wanted to, but couldn't because gas has been so expensive.
The rewards of bus riding are
great and unexpected for the uninitiated. You will save money, meet
new people, find new places, learn
more about the community, not
have to put up with traffic, be in a
nice clean vehicle that is air conditioned and be able to read or talk on
your cell phone without worrying
about getting in an accident.
Isn't it time you try getting on
the bus?
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Waterpolo finishes 5th
Courtesy of
csusbathletics.com
reshman Bryanna Burns authenticated her selection as
one of the top first-year
players in the Western Water Polo
Association Sunday, stopping a
last-second shot by the WWPA's

F

nament seeded seventh and pulled
off three wins in four matches, losing only to defending tournament
champion Loyola Marymount, the
No. 2 seed.
It was also the final match of
the 2008 season for the Coyotes
who finished with a 20-17 overall
record.

player of the year to preserve an 87 ~al State San Bernardino victory
over Cal State Bakersfield.
The victory enabled the Coyotes to finish in fifth place in the
WWPA championship
tournament.
CSUSB came
into the tour-

The match was tied.five times,
the last time at 6-6 with 6: 15 left in
the fourth period on a goal by the
nation's leading scorer, Amanda
Ortiz of Cal State Bakersfield.
However, the Coyotes
pulled ahead 7-6 on a
goal by freshman Aimee
Salcido with 5: 15 left in
the match, then CSUSB
senior and two-time allAmerican Freyja Berg scored
what proved to be the winning goal
at the 4:36 mark to make it 8-6.
Katherine Gillett scored a manup goal with 2:57 left after
CSUSB 's &ibrina Marquez was
sent off on an ejection foul.
That set up the do-or-die play
with less than 20 seconds remaining as Ortiz' shot for the. tie from
the two-meter mark was stopped by
Bums.
CSUSB immediately called
timeout and then ran the clock out
for the win.
The Coyotes lea 2-1 after one
period on goals by Marquez and
Salcido, the latter coming with one
second left before the horn went
off.
lt was 4-3 Coyotes at halftime
as Berg converted a penalty shot
with 1: 19 left in the period. CSUSB Bryanna Burns has contributed to the Coyote~ overall success this
led 6-5 at the end of th'ree periods season (Courtesy of Sarah Schweiger).
thanks to a goal by senior Italia IosIn other matches, UC Davis State Monterey Bay 9-8 in three
sifwith 32 seconds left in the quarovertimes for
defeated
ter.
seventh
place.
Berg closed out her four-year LMU 10-9 in
Cal
State
East
career at CSUSB with two goals, as the champidid senior Ashley Hays. Salcido onship game
Bay
downed
Colorado State
alsQ had two goals. Berg was . to advance to
10-8 for ninth
NCAA
named to the all-tournament first the
place
and UC
national
team.
Santa
Cruz
deEarlier in the week, she was champifeated
Chapman
University
I
0-6
picked for the all-WWPA first team onship. UC San Diego defeated
for II th place in the 12~team tourfor her performance during the reg- Santa Clara 8-7 for third place.
Sonoma State defeated Cal nament.
ular season.

CSUSB came into the
tournament seeded
seventh ...

Senior Ashley Hayes goes for a goal against her opponent earlier in the season. The team had been
seeded seventh in the tournament. (Courtesy of Sarah Schweiger).

,------------------------JCear.liet~------------------------FeShea McLaughlin
Staff Writer
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he Coyotes 2008 baseball
team was peppered with individual talent and achievements. Collectively, however, they
were not able to capitalize on the
competition.
The end of the 2008 battle is finally here and the Coyotes have
faced injuries, ineligibilities and
devastating losses.
The Coyotes will end their season on May 8. Going into the series
against Chico State, the Coyotes
record in the CCAA was 14-18,
with an overall record of23-23.
Although the Coyotes season
has fallen far short of their expectations, their season did provide
prominent victories.
The team was 16-8 on the road.
During the CCAA season, the Coyotes won six games in a row.
The Coyotes were unable to
expand on these wins.
According to a press release by
Assistant Athletic Director Michael
Murphy, the Coyotes have faced
major losses and changes to their
roster. These losses have potentially

affected the morale and health of
the team.
The Coyotes and Coach Don
Parnell lost starting pitcher Bryan
W. Hart in February with a seasonending injury.
The Coyotes lost starting shortstop Danny Soles to ineligibility
and then lost regular second baseman Brent Planck to a season-ending ankle injury, according to
Murphy's report.
The Coyote's also lost starter
Cheyne Hann to a leg injury after
his pitcher of the week acknowledgment.
The 2008 season marks the end
of the road for 16 Coyote seniors.
In their final game at home, the
Coyote's managed to· lose a close
game against Cal S14te San Marcos,
4-5.
The Coyote's honored the 16
seniors that played their last game
at Arrowhead Credit Union Park. In
a final farewell to their collegiate
careers,
CSUSB
recognized
Michael Minjares, Theron Cueva,
Eric Meyerholtz, Drew Valenzuela,
Billy Haynes, Matt Long, Justin
Watson, Jason Klug, Kyle Walton,
Kevin Wilson, James O'Neill, Matt

Long, Robert Badilla, Cheyne
Hann, David Martin and Ward
Minich for their contributions. \
Although there have been
stand out achievements individually
for the Coyotes, the team has struggled.
The team's collective batting
average as of April 28 was a dismal
.279, the the second worst average
in theCCAA.
Another unwanted achievement for the Coyote's pitching staff
is a tie for second most walks in the
2008 season.
Individual accomplishments
have been numerous for the team.
Matt Long surpassed the record for
most strikeouts in a season by more
than ten, making him third in the
nation for the season.
Johny Haas and Jason Klug
have had a l)Otable impact on the
Coyotes' offense this season.
Haas led the Coyote's with six
home runs, 30 RBI and a team-high
44 runs scored. His batting average
as of April28 was .373, the highest
in the Coyotes' lineup.
Klug is second in the league
with 56 RBI. He has 18 doubles and
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The baseball team ends their season and although it has been a tough one, there have been key highlights of individual success (Bree Diaz I Chronicle).
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oftball makes history
Justin Delos Reyes
Staff Writer
l he 2008 CSUSB softball
team has accomplished
_ something that no Coyote
softball team has ever achieved.
After 21 years, the Coyotes
stepped on the field to play in their
first post-season softball game.
"Last fall, we decided that we
wanted to be in this posisaid

T

Tori Bea~dette participating in a
catching driU during practice
(Justin Delos Reyes/ Chronicle).

Nicole Camarena. "We worked really hard in practice, in the weight
room and we made a commitment
to do our best."
Outfielder Tori Beaudette said
the team advanced to the CCAA
post-season championship tournament because they never gave up on
themselves.
"When we were behind we
never
felt
defeated,"
said
Beaudette. "We just went out there,
played our gam<; and did what we
had to do."
Should the Coyotes find themselves in a deficit at the tournament,
assistant coach Leticia Gamboa is
confident that the team will overcome its problems.
~'The girls adjust to adversity
very well," said Gamboa. "We fight
back every time. We have a solid
defense and some good hitters."
I
The Coyotes have the No.
hitter in the CCAA, Jordan Dahl.
Dahl was named the CCAA's most
valuable player of the _year by the
conference coaches.
She led the CCAA in hitting
(.418), doubles (12) and slugging
percentage (. 714) during conference play. She batted .375 overall
with 50 runs scored, 11 home runs
and 45 RBI.
"Jordan is a great kid and a
great team player," said Gamboa.
Joining Dahl on the all-CCAA
first team are second baseman
Jamie Lowe, pitcher Debbie Shisler
and centerfielder Priscilla Curiel.
Additionally, senior Tawni Baker
and sophomore Ashley Collinwood
were named the Wilson/CCAA
pitcher and player of the week for
their performances in the final week
of the CCAA regular season.

Scott Heaton
H/S and Op/Ed Editor
un, kick, toss and jump are
only some of things cheerJeaders have to do at a
sporting event.
Cheerleading isn't just about
cheer.
''Our cheerleaders are athletes," said Suzanne McDonald,
CSUSB cheerleading advisor. "It's
not just about wearing skirts, 'they
work hard."
With tryouts for the cheerleading squad in less than a month, McDonald encourages everyone to
come out and to give it a try.
There are a lot of appealing attributes to becoming a cheerleader
Tayler Wilson tags out Debbie Shisler at third base during practice as they prepare for the CCAA SoftatCSUSB.
ball Championship (Justin Delos Reyes/ Chronicle}.
"We go to a summer camp and
the cheerleaders create a lasting
"This is my version of the
Three play,ers from Cal State Stanislaus has'helped the Coyotes friendship," said McDonald. "They
Dream Team," said Shisler. "We've Stanislaus were named to the all- but it all comes down to how bon'd right away. College can be a
got a lot of talent and a lot of team- CCAA first team while two were CSUSB performs in the CCAA ' scary place but being on the squad
work here."
named to the all- tournament.
helps people- with that transition."
The Coy"We have to score in the first
\ Someone might be discourCCAA second
otes headed into "This is my version team. CSUSB . inning: If we do, nobody can stop aged about trying out for the cheerthe
CCAA of the Dream Team" and CSUS ended us," said Gamboa. "But we have to leading squad because of the cost.
championship
their regular sea- put the hits together."
I
tournament as
Regardless of how the 'Yotes
sons
against
Showmanship is
the No.3 seed. The tournament was each other with doubleheaders on did this weekend, they have solidiwhat we are lookhosted by the ~opseeded Humboldt April 25 and 26. The Coyotes were fied their place in CSUSB history.
ing for.
State Lumberjacks at HSU Softball able to clinch a CCAA tournament
Players on this year's team will
Field in Arcata. CSUSB faced'Cal- berth by beating the Warriors in the always be known as the ones who .
ifornia State University Stanislaus first game of the doubleheader.
took the program where no other
"In college; it doesn't cost very
Gamboa said that playing team was able to go.
in the opening round at 1 p.m.
much money at all," said McDonald. "It isn't like high school, where
it costs $1 ,200 to be a che~rleader.
We understand that college students
don't have a lot of money."
The cheerleaders here at
.
CSUSB are passionate about cheerleading.
"A lot of the girls stay in cheerleading for all four years of college," said McDonald. "This is their
passion."
For the first time this year the
cheerleading team is for people
who want to dance as well as cheer.
"Were going to have a song
team for the girls that want to
dance," said McDonald. "We will
still have the regular cheer squad as
well."
Cheerleaders in high school
have no freedom. They have to follow the program that the coach sets,
but this is not the case in college.·
"College cheerleading is dif- ·
ferent," said McDonald. "The girls
get to make their own decisions on
competitions. The coaches are here
to guide them."
The cheerleaders' inain responsibility is to cheer for the men's and
women's basketball teams. They
will also cheer at pep rallies if
needed. Although, the cheerleaders
are athletes, McDonald doesn't
want to discourage anyone from
coming and trying out.
"Gymnastics isn't the most imCoach Thomas Mainez watches over the team as they practice (FeShea McLaughlin/ Chronicle).
portant thing," said McDonald.
"Showmanship is· what we are
looking for."
nament, shooting one of his best rounds of 69, 65, and 69 back on mixed into those outings.
Tryouts for the CSUSB cheer
Alldis has shown he ~an go
rounds of the year·(74) to be in the March 11. Burke shot a 213 - three
top four for scoring purposes after under par - at the CCAA event. .
low, shooting 219 at the Grand and song teams will be conducted
sophomore Gene Webster balWebster, the 2007 West Region Canyon and Stanislaus spring tour- on Saturday, May 31 in the coyote
looned to a 79 on the final day. medalist, is averaging 74.2 strokes naments for 54 holes and 21 7 at the den.The tryouts will run from 8
a.m. to 11 a.m. for those interested
CSUSB finished 11 strokes back of per round and shot 69 and 71 in the GCU fall tournament.
Sonoma State and seven back of first two rounds of the CCAA tourClayton shot 222 for 54 holes in cheer. The song tryouts will run
Cal State Stanislaus.
nament before suffering through a at the Grand Canyon spring tourna- from 11 a.m. to 1 p.m. The team
Alldis has averaged 76 per 79 in the final round to finish three- ment, his best outing of the season. will bold an informational meeting
round'this season while Clayton is over-par.
Players will be allowed to use for those who want to learn more at
at 78.
Senior Dane Bagnell is averag- r~gefinders to determine yardage 6 p.m. in the lobby of Coussoulis
The Coyotes are led by junior ing 74.9 strokes per round this sea- on their shots in the NCAA tourna- Arena on Tuesday, May 20.
For more information you may
Micah Burke, a fourth-place fin- son but has played well in his last ment for the first time. "That will
isher at the CCAA tournament, who two tournaments, shooting two- be a big help to us because it fits contact the coach and advisor at
is averaging 73.9 strokes per round over par at the Stanislaus tourna- into their pre-shot routine in our 909-537-5019 oi you can email
cbeerat ·
and won the Southern California In- ment and three over at the CCAA · regular season events," Mainez them
coach4you@yahoo.com.
tercollegiate Tournament with event with rounds of 69 and 68 said.
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Coyotes golf team pr~pares for West Regional
~

Courtesy of
csusbathletics.com
a! State San Bernardino
· will attempt to repeat its
2007 NCAA West Region
golf championship on Monday
~hen the three-day, 54-hole WestNorthwest Regional tournament begins at the Adobe Creek Golf Club
in this Northern California city.
The Coyotes are seeded No. 7
in the eight-team West Regional
that isc.ombined with an eight-team
Northwest Regional. All teams will
play 18 holes per day.
Five teams out of the combined regional will qualify for the
NCAA national championship- the
first place finishers in both region-

C

Gene Webster Jr. drives the ball
at practice (FeShea McLaughlin/ Chronicle).

als and the next three lowest scoring teams in the two regionals. Historically, the other teams have all
come from the West Regional.
The Coyotes made it into the
national tournament in 2006 as the
No. 5 team and went as the No. 1
team out of the West in 2007. The
2008 national championship tournament will be contested on May
14-17 at the Memorial Park Golf
Course In Houston, Tex., as part of
the NCAA Div. II Spring Sports
Festival.
· Adobe Creek is a 6,872-yard,
par-72 course.
Sonoma State is a heavy favorite to win the event. The 2008
CCAA conference champions are
ranked No. 1 in the West and No. 2
in the nation and boast one of the
nation's top golfers in all-American
Jarin Todd.
Other teams in the West Regional are Cal State Stanislaus,
Chico State, Western Washington,
Cal State Monterey Bay, Grand
Canyon and Hawaii.
"Whether we finish first or
fourth, it doesn't matter, as long as
we advance to the national championship," said Coyotes. Head Coach
Tom Mainez. "This is the tournament that will get us there."
Mainez said the Adobe Creek
playout is pretty straightforward.
"There aren't many trees and the
fairways are wide open for the most
part. There are a couple tight parfours with ravines and out of
bounds markers. I think that putting
will probably make the difference
as to where teams finish."
As a team, Mainez said, "we
have been plafing well and we're
going in on a positive note. I think
that Joe (Alldis) and Bill (Clayton)
are the keys to whether we advance
or not."
Clayton helped the Coyotes in
the final round of the CCAA tour-

Cheerleaders
are
athletes
too

.
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